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Does this training
align with DEI
practices?

Training Description

Objective of Training

Briefing/Roll Call Training

Warrantless entry following the flight of a suspected misdemeanant.

Review of the 2021 Lange v. California case involving warrantless entry into a home following
the flight of a suspected misdemeanant.

No

Highland Park Mass
Shooting

Discussion regarding July 4th mass shooting at a parade in Highland
Park, IL.

- Discuss known facts/details about this particular mass shooting
- How would we deal with a mass shooting incident
- Why do suspects choose soft targets where people gather in large groups

No

Briefing Discussion

The shift discussed the shooting incidents in Akron, OH Highland
Park, Kentucky, and Philadelphia.

To review the Use of Force issues that occurred during the incidents and pre-attack indicators No
from the Highland Park suspect.

OCATT - Orange County
Auto Theft Taskforce

Went over recent vehicle thefts in Orange County.

Went over training on recent vehicle thefts in Orange County. Discussed how people use fake No
IDs to rent vehicles for the purpose of stealing the vehicle or committing another crime and
not having a way to trace who rented the vehicle.

Law Enforcement Tactics

Officers discussed intervening in criminal activity when off-duty.

The objective of the training was to identify situations in which officers may consider getting
involved and intervening when off-duty. Besides life-threatening criminal activity, it is typically
always best to be a good witness rather than engaging in intervention.

113

No

How Hobbies Reduce Stress How Hobbies Reduce Stress

Public safety professionals deal with a lot of on-the-job stress. Having a hobby increases well- No
being and allows for socializing outside the job.

Less Lethal Spray Options

Went over the new OC spray less lethal spray.

Went over new technology that is coming up for a new OC spray that can be used indoors
and limits cross-contamination. The new spray also has a decontamination formula to help
with OC spray effects quicker to eliminate the discomfort faster.

No

CSUF PD General Order 62: Evidence Handling &
Control Procedure

Review and statement of acknowledgement of GO 6-2

Review of general order to ensure the safe handling of evidence and to ensure the evidence
is admissible in court.

No

116
117

Legislative Case Law
Update

Recent Repeal of Law PC 647(b).

The objective was to discuss the repeal and how it would impact law enforcement's efforts in
combatting human trafficking of juvenile victims.

Yes

Briefing - Case Law and
Recent Out of state
MIsdemeanor Law

Briefing/roll call training - Un-Mirandized statements and the recent
law signed in Arizona regarding the recording of police officers within
8 feet while engaging in law enforcement activity.

To gain a better understanding of the U.S Supreme Court ruling on the use of un-Mirandized
statements in criminal proceedings (Vega v. Tokeh). The shift also discussed the recent
Arizona law regarding the contact/recording of officers within 8 feet while law enforcement
activity is occurring.

No

Penal Code Review

Review of PC 211 - Robbery

The objective was to refresh officers on the criminal elements needed for a PC 211 arrest. We No
also discussed tactical operations when responding to a 211.

Training discussion
surrounding an allegation of
discrimination from CSULB
PD.

The shift discussed an incident out of Long Beach where allegations
of discrimination arose after a professor was denied entry into a
campus building after he had accidentally locked himself out of his
office.

The training objective was to discuss consistency in police response to all in the community,
potential communication issues, and alternatives in problem-solving such incidents.

Yes

Know your why

Video that talks about "Know your why" when doing something.

The purpose of the training is to remember why you do something. If you know why you do
something, you will show more effort and heart into what you do.

No

US v Rodriguez

Can police extend the length of a traffic stop to conduct a search with Absent reasonable suspicion, (articulable facts and circumstances that would lead an officer
a trained detection dog?
to believe criminal activity is afoot), officers may not extend the length of a traffic stop to
conduct a dog sniff.

No

CSU Long Beach news
report with professor
reporting racism during a
request for a door unlock

Discussed CSU Long Beach news report where a professor felt
racism played a role in him not receiving a door unlock.

Review and discuss our procedures, as well ensuring our body cameras are on during the
contact.

Yes

123

124

Policy Review - Bomb
Threats

Officers reviewed bomb threat procedures

To review recent DHS intelligence emails and discuss our operation procedure for bomb
threats.

No

125

Critical Incident Review Uvalde

Discussion of Uvalde critical incident

The objective of the training was to discuss the importance of operational command and
control in critical incidents.

No

126

Admin Per Se Training

Updates and refresher on Admin Per Se hearings and protocol

To train officers on how to properly fill out the Admin Per Se DMV DL367 form.

No

Requirements of officers to recognize when it is time to step in to
prevent excessive force by fellow officers.

To prevent the use of excessive force when it is possible to do so. To prevent unnecessary
harm to the suspect and to limit the liability of officers involved and well as to the department
as well.

No

127

What You Need to Know
About Officer Duty to
Intervene

114
115

118

119

120

121
122
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Minnesota v Dickerson

SCOTUS decision on plain touch amounting to PC.

As long as a police officer is conducting a lawful patdown search for weapons, consistent with No
Terry v Ohio, they may seize an object they know to be contraband based solely on their
sense of touch.

129

Arrest and Control
Techniques

Use of weaponless defense techniques to control subjects.

To refresh perishable skills required to take subjects into custody to avoid injury to subjects
and officers.

No

130

Critical Incident Review Officer Involved Shooting

Officer-involved shooting in Modesto, CA

Officers discussed the unique environmental factors involved in the situation. We also
reviewed the de-escalation techniques used and the ultimate use of deadly force.

No

Mandatory DMV Training

Review of case law and vehicle code to admonish the individual and
obtain their consent to take a breath or blood test for the purpose of
determining the alcohol content of his or her blood. As well as
required DMV forms and the proper completion of them.

Officer training for various required forms/paperwork necessary when arresting for DUI to
reduce the issuance of DMV hearing subpoenas to officers and prosecutors requests for
Discovery from the Records Bureau.

No

LAPD Newton Division OIS

Watched/reviewed police video on the shooting that occurred at
LAPD Newton Division on June 12, 2022.

Review/discussed tactics and improve in areas as needed.

Yes

SB 203

Officers discussed how to deal with juveniles.

- Officers must determine if they have a custodial interrogation
- Officers must offer legal counsel
- Juvenile cannot waive the right to legal counsel

No

128

131

132
133

Portland PD Officer Involved Video showing Officers contacting both parties involved in a domestic -Response to domestic violence calls
Shooting
violence call.
-Controlling a suspects movements
-Pat down search immediately

No

134

Best Practices for
Interactions with Transient
Citizens

Review and discuss article on "Best Practices for Interactions with
Transient Citizens", including behavioral challenges/indicators and
signs of mental health concerns.

Develop new ways to better interact with transient citizens and recognize signs of mental
health concerns.

Yes

135

PPE for First Responders

Use of Personal Protection Equipment

Use of PPE is instrumental in the prevention of infection of diseases that the first responder
will come in contact with. Always use gloves and face coverings when the situation warrants.

No

136

DMV personnel presentation Review of “Notice of Re-examination” and Admin Per Se forms
on “Notice of Reexamination” and Admin Per
Se forms

Properly completing DMV forms

No

137

138

CSUF PD General Order 42: Pursuit Policy Review

Review of pursuit policy

To make sure officers and Supervisors know what is expected of them while engaged in or
supervising a police pursuit.

No

“Why Cops Should Talk
Less and Listen More”

In law enforcement, the ability to communicate is one of our most
important tools. We have good talking skills, but how about our
listening skills? In this training, risk management expert and Lexipol
co-founder Gordon Graham explains why listening is critical to
effective law enforcement operations.

Improve upon effective communication skills

Yes

140

InTime Training

Supervisor training

How to properly adjust requested time off.

No

141

Contact and Cover Street
Interviewing

Important responsibilities for both contact officers and cover officers
during street interviews.

Tactical strategies and techniques for officers to utilize during the interview of suspects on the No
streets.

145

Refresher Training

A short refresher training was provided on CPR.

The objective of the training was to refresh CPR mechanics in officers and CSOs

139
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